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1) Introduction 

Llanfihangel Hill (Hill Number 2185, Section 31B, OS 1:50000 Map 148, OS 1:25000 Map 200E, 

Grid Ref. SO194554) is listed as a subMarilyn (a hill with greater or equal to140m but less than 

150m of drop) in the Database of British and Irish Hills (DoBIH).  From map contours the bwlch 

appears to be very broad, being approximately 250m in the hill to hill direction and about 200m in 

the valley to valley direction.  On the 1:10k map there is a 388m spot height placed on the eastern 

edge of the bwlch at the base of Llanfihangel Hill.  While this value gives a drop of only 144m, its 

position suggests the bwlch might well lie further to the west, which if correct would make the drop 

much closer to 150m, the criterion for the hill becoming a Marilyn. Consequently, the purpose of 

this survey was to measure accurately the drop for Llanfihangel Hill and thereby resolve its 

classification. 

2) Equipment used and Conditions for Survey  

A Leica NA730 Professional Automatic level (X30 telescopic system)/tripod system and a “1m” E-

staff extendable to 5m were used to determine the positions of the bwlch and summit.  

Absolute heights were measured using Leica Viva GS15 and Trimble GeoXH 6000 GNSS 

receivers. These receivers are dual-frequency, multi-channel instruments, which means they are 

capable of locking on to a maximum of 12 GPS and 8 GLONASS  satellites as availability dictates, 

and receiving two signals (at different frequencies) from each of these satellites.  The latter feature 

reduces inaccuracies that result from atmospheric degradation of the satellite signals.  As stand-

alone instruments they are capable of giving position and height to an accuracy of about two metres 

and five metres respectively.  Note that small hand-held GPS receivers used for general navigation 

can only receive up to 12 GPS satellites and each at a single frequency and therefore these 

instruments have a poorer positional accuracy of +/-5metres and a height accuracy of no better than 

+/-10 metres.  Some recently produced hand held GPS Garmin receivers can also receive signals 

from GLONASS satellites which greatly improve the speed at which these units can achieve a 

satellite “fix”. Despite the on-board features of the GS15 and GeoXH 6000 receivers, there are still 

sources that create residual errors.  To obtain accurate positions and heights, corrections were made 

to the GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) data via imported RINEX data from Ordnance 

Survey which were post-processed using Leica GeoOffice 8.3 and Trimble GPS Pathfinder Office 

respectively. Repeated measurements with the GeoXH 6000 instrument made on the same point 

give a height precision of +/-0.2-0.3m; height precision for the GS15 using the same method is +/-

0.05m. 

Conditions for the survey, which took place between 12.00hr and 17.00hr BST, were good.  The 

weather was warm, 15 degrees Celsius, with sunshine for most of the survey.  The wind was light 

and visibility was excellent. 
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3) The Survey 

3.1) Character of Hill  

Llanfihangel Hill lies about 5km South of New Radnor.  One route to it is from the south of the hill 

at the end of a minor road leading to New Cwmceste Farm.  From here it is just 1.5km on a good 

track to the bwlch.  However, parking is very restricted here and a better route is from the North 

where a minor road leads to Foice Farm.  There are one or two places to park along this road, 

although once again opportunities are few.  Note that the car park at the end of this road is the 

property of Foice Farm and is private. The route to Llanfihangel Hill from Foice Farm is through 

fields of short grass. This is sheep farming country and the terrain makes for easy walking on a 

good track as far as the bwlch.  The hill itself, however, is covered with thick heather so it is 

fortunate that a track leads from the bwlch to within 100m of the summit trig point.  There are 

several other tracks that also criss-cross the hill, not all of which are marked on the map.   The 

views from the summit are extensive.  To the South the Black Mountains dominate the landscape, 

while to the North the green rolling hills of New Radnor add to the rural scene.  The mast on Black 

Mixen and the tumulus on Bache Hill are both clearly visible from the summit.       

3.2) Summary of Survey Method 

Upon arrival at the bwlch it was quickly realised that a significant amount of time would be 

required to determine its exact position.  While fairly well defined in the valley to valley direction 

the profile of the bwlch in the hill to hill direction appeared to be very flat for a distance of about 

250m.  A strategy was required to find its exact position.  The summit posed less of a problem.  It 

had been visited previously by Jim Bloomer, who determined the position to be a few metres North 

of the trig point.  Both the Leica GS15 and the Trimble GeoXH 6000 receivers were used to collect 

data at the bwlch and the summit.  

3.3) The Bwlch 

The first task was to determine the line of the hill to hill traverse across the bwlch.  Once achieved 

the lowest point along this line would then identify the approximate bwlch position and laying a 

grid of flags around this would identify it more accurately.  Starting from the West five parallel 

lines of flags were placed in the valley to valley direction with the flags approximately 10m apart 

and each line approximately 50m apart.  The Leica NA730 was then set up and readings taken of 

each flag.  The highest point along each line was then marked which gave us the line of the bwlch 

in the hill to hill direction.  To our surprise we found that the land was descending from West to 

East with the most easterly line of flags being about 1m lower than the most westerly.  Just a few 

metres from this easterly line of flags was a natural channel only a few metres wide and lying in the 

valley to valley direction.  The highest point in the bottom of this channel was compared with the 

ground marked by highest flag in the most easterly line and the point in the channel was found to be 

lower.  This marked the position of the bwlch.  It proved to be just a few metres from the position of 

the spot height marked on the 1:10k map.       

Next the tripod was set-up over the bwlch position and the Leica Viva GS15 was then fixed to it 

with a clamp and tribrach (the “short tripod” configuration).  The height of the receiver above the 

ground was then measured with the integral tape.  The vertical offset from measuring point to the 

ground was 0.625m (see photograph in Appendix) plus 0.255m for the tribrach/hook system.  

GNSS data were collected for 60min with an epoch time of 15 seconds. 

Finally, the Trimble GeoXH 6000 was placed on the bwlch and data were then collected for 5 

minutes once the receiver accuracy measurement had reached 0.1m.  
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The data for the Leica Viva GS15 were processed in Leica GeoOffice 8.3 using the nine nearest 

base stations and the Trimble GeoXH 6000 data were processed in Trimble GPS Pathfinder Office 

using the five nearest base stations. The results are given in the table below:- 

 

System Easting  error(1SD) Northing error(1SD) Height(m) error(1SD) 

GS15 317968.848 0.002 255359.094 0.002 387.624 0.007 

Trimble GeoXH 6000 317968.964  255359.0082  387.7702  

 

The height of the bwlch is 387.62m 

3.4) The Summit 

The summit area is quite flat and the covering of heather hinders an accurate visual determination of 

its position. The ground just 7m North of the trig point, which had been identified by a previous 

visitor, appeared to be a strong candidate, but with the expectation that a few centimetres in drop 

might determine the status of Llanfihangel Hill it was decided to set up the Leica NA 730 level and 

survey the summit area.  Extensive staff placements were measured and the highest point was found 

to be 2m from the position previously identified by Jim Bloomer.  The opportunity was also taken 

to measure the height of the flush bracket for comparison with the Ordnance Survey value. 

Next the tripod was set up over the summit position and the Leica Viva GS15 fixed to it with a 

clamp and tribrach (the “short tripod” configuration).  The height of the receiver above the ground 

was then measured with the integral tape.  The vertical offset from measuring point to the ground 

was 0.631m (see photograph in Appendix) plus 0.255m for the tribrach/hook system.  GNSS data 

were collected for 60min with an epoch time of 15 seconds. 

Finally, the Trimble GeoXH 6000 was placed on the summit and GNSS data were then collected for 

5 minutes once the receiver accuracy measurement had reached 0.1m.  

The data for the Leica Viva GS15 were processed in Leica GeoOffice 8.3 using the nine nearest 

base stations and the Trimble GeoXH 6000 data were processed in Trimble GPS Pathfinder Office 

using the five nearest base stations. The results are given in the table below:- 

 

System Easting  error(1SD) Northing error(1SD) Height(m) error(1SD) 

GS15 319449.696 0.002 255397.913 0.001 532.185 0.007 

Trimble GeoXH 6000 319449.736  255397.7692  532.1262  

 

The height of Llanfihangel Hill = 532.19m 

The drop as determined by the bwlch and summit heights is 532.185 – 387.624 = 144.561m 

 

Staff reading on summit = 0.806m 

Staff reading on flush bracket = 0.618m 
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Height of flush bracket = 532.185 + 0.806 - 0.618 = 532.373m 

The Ordnance Survey value is 532.49m.  The difference of 0.12m between the two values is 

acceptable considering it is a Class 2 trig point. 

4) Summary of Operating Conditions 

 

 GS15 GeoXH 6000 

Data Collection bwlch (min) 60 5 

Data collection summit (min) 60 5 

Number of Base Stations used in 

Processing for all points 
9 5 

Epoch Time (sec) 15 1 

Tropospheric Model Computed Unknown 

Cut off Angle (degs) 15 5 

 

5) Discussion of Results 

For the GNSS results from the Leica Viva GS15, a one hour data collection time gives results with 

a measurement uncertainty of +/-0.06m.  This measurement uncertainty applies to both the bwlch 

and summit measurement.  In addition the measurement uncertainty in height associated with the 

location of the bwlch is +/-0.05m as determined by the staff measurements.  The summit position 

was found to within +/-0.02m of height.  Therefore the overall measurement uncertainty for the 

GNSS determination of drop from the Leica Viva GS15 is +/-0.09m [square root (0.06
2
 +0.06

2
 + 

0.05
2
 +0.02

2
)].  The drop is therefore 532.185 -387.624 = 144.56+/-0.10m as determined by the 

Leica Viva GS15. 

6) Summary and Conclusions 

The summit of Llanfihangel Hill is at grid reference * SO 19452 55403 and is ground 9m NNE of 

the trig point. Its height is 532.2+/-0.06m.  

The bwlch of Llanfihangel Hill is at * SO 17971 55364 and is unfeatured ground in a shallow 

channel. Its height is 387.6+/-0.06m. 

The drop for Llanfihangel Hill is 144.6+/-0.1m and consequently Llanfihangel Hill remains a 

subMarilyn . 

 NB: Grid references “corrected” to Garmin are quoted in the summary. 

 

John Barnard, Graham Jackson and Myrddyn Phillips, 09 October 2015
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Appendix 1 

 

 

The extensive bwlch area of Llanfihangel Hill 

 

 

 

Leica Viva GS15 set-up at bwlch 
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Offset for Leica Viva GS15 set-up at bwlch 

 

 

 

 

Surveying for summit position on summit of Llanfihangel Hill 
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Llanfihangel Hill showing trig point and tripod set up over summit position 

Offset for Leica Viva GS15 set up at summit 


